Agenda: Class No. 12
•

Assignment No. 4, GOAL ARRAY, pin‐up next Tuesday

•
•
•

What are goals? Let’s ask the Fan of Values
Issues and goals? “Goals are issues spelled backwards.”
Goal Array:
– Another (secret) key thinking model like the Fan of Values
– Model structure: spaceSme & cultural dimensions

• Three examples
• “Goals are easy,” RG
• “4J Goals”
• “Jerry’s singing goal for the Comp Class”
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Agenda: Class No. 12
•

Assignment No. 4, GOAL ARRAY, pin‐up next Tuesday

•
•

What are goals? Let’s ask the Fan of Values
Issues and goals? “Goals are issues spelled backwards.”
For example:
Issue: We have a deﬁcient Downtown Park and Open Space Plan for
Downtown Eugene (because, because, because… it doesn’t do this
and it doesn’t……..)
Goal: To improve the Park and Open Space Plan for Downtown Eugene
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Goal Array: Examples
A Goal Array is a multi-dimensional intentional structure: Values, goals, objectives, and
specific design examples) for your project.

Eugene City Council Goals for 1993-94
Transportation
Library

Youth and Recreation
Public Safety

Environment

Housing

Goal Array: Examples
A Goal Array is a multi-dimensional intentional structure: Values, goals, objectives, and
specific design examples) for your project.

Eugene City Council Goals for 1993-94
Transportation:
Reduce the use of automobiles by
increasing the use of alternative
modes of transportation (walking,
biking, car-pooling, ride-sharing, and
public transit) in Eugene.

Goal Array: Examples
A Goal Array is a multi-dimensional intentional structure: Values, goals, objectives, and
specific design examples) for your project.

Eugene City Council Goals for 1993-94
Library:
Develop a financing plan that will
allow for the construction, operation
and maintenance of a new
downtown library. Make the new
library a central access point for
public information.

Goal Array: Examples
A Goal Array is a multi-dimensional intentional structure: Values, goals, objectives, and
specific design examples) for your project.

Eugene City Council Goals for 1993-94
Environment:
Make Eugene an exemplary model
of environmentally responsible
practices. Provide adequate open
space.

Goal Array: Examples
A Goal Array is a multi-dimensional intentional structure: Values, goals, objectives, and
specific design examples) for your project.

Eugene City Council Goals for 1993-94
Housing:
Increase the supply of low-income
housing throughout Eugene.
Encourage the development of
housing in downtown Eugene.

Goal Array: Examples
A Goal Array is a multi-dimensional intentional structure: Values, goals, objectives, and
specific design examples) for your project.

Eugene City Council Goals for 1993-94
Youth and recreation:
Provide additional recreation
facilities and opportunities for youth,
especially opportunities for youth at
risk.

Goal Array: Examples
A Goal Array is a multi-dimensional intentional structure: Values, goals, objectives, and
specific design examples) for your project.

Eugene City Council Goals for 1993-94
Public safety:
Increase the community policing and
prevention components of the
Department of Public Safety.
Provide for more equitable and
efficient emergency response
citywide.

Eugene City Council Goals for 1993-94
Goals Are Easy (Register-Guard Editorial)

Goals are nice. They fuzz over differences and highlight agreements. So it is with the six
broad goals the Eugene City Council adopted this week.
Although not required by law, such goal-setting is useful after biennial elections cause
significant changes in council membership. The last election certainly did that.
And while it’s hard to quarrel with any of the goals adopted this week, two factors need to be
remembered; First, the difficult part of governing is not establishing broad goals but deciding
how to reach them. Implementation is harder than proclamation. Second, the council’s most
important job every year is to construct and approve a city budget.
While they may seem obvious, those points are easily forgotten in the enthusiasm for goals.
The first caveat, for example, applies directly to Goal 1: “Transportation: Reduce the use of
automobiles…”
The biggest tangible transportation issue on the council’s current agenda is the proposed
expansion of the Ferry St. Bridge. How should Goal 1 be implemented in relation to that?
We would say: By making ample provision for “alternative modes of transportation” in any
bridge expansion or second-bridge construction. Others would say: By minimizing
improvements for auto traffic, thereby maximizing congestion and making driving so
inconvenient people will be forced to consider other means of transportation.
There is a severe transportation policy split between those who simply want to encourage
“alternative modes” in as many ways as possible and those who want to actively discourage
auto travel…
Endorsing Goal 1 does not resolve this conflict.

Educational Value
Comp. Project as a Learning Environment for Advanced Designers
First try:
Goal 1:

• To make education sing in your hearts.
(comment: nice, but probably too general to be very helpful in giving any tangible direction. Try to be more specific.)

Second try:
New Goal 1:

• To assist students in preparing their comprehensive projects

New Goal 2:

• To encourage students to expand and deepen their thinking
about their self-selected projects:
(OK, but try to get more specific. Write some objectives and give some tangible specifics.)

Educational Value
Comp. Project as a Learning Environment for Advanced Designers
New Goal 2:

• To encourage students to expand and deepen their thinking
about their self-selected projects

Objectives:

• to develop some theoretical tools that model design thinking
employ
for theoretical
direct sharing
and learning
• tomethods
apply those
models
to personal project development
from one another’s
• to employ methods for direct sharing and learning from one
another’s work

Educational Value
Comp. Project as a Learning Environment for Advanced Designers
New Goal 2
Objectives:

• To encourage students to expand and deepen their thinking
about their self-selected projects
• to develop some theoretical tools that model design thinking
• build some models for designers that increase ways of
thinking about designing
• make them as graphic as possible
• use new, sexy, digital technology
• use images and diagrams as mnemonics
• to apply those theoretical models to personal project development
• create a project developmental structure for class
• create a problem set to aid project growth and
understanding through application
• keep the focus of the class on student work to make theory
tangible and possessable
• to employ methods for direct sharing and learning from one
another’s work

Educational Value
Comp. Project as a Learning Environment for Advanced Designers
New Goal 2

• To encourage students to expand and deepen their thinking
about their self-selected projects

Objectives:

• to develop some theoretical tools that model design thinking
• to apply those theoretical models to personal project development
• to employ methods for direct sharing and learning from one
another’s work
• have regular group presentations and discussions
• promote wide-spread understanding of each other’s
projects to increase group interaction, conversation and
mutual assistance
• let excellent class examples inspire us all
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Assignment No.4

Goal Array
A Goal Array is a set of related goal structures: Values, goals, objectives, and specific design
examples) for your project. Metaphorically it is a longer-term to shorter-term diminishing
ordering of a wave in your intentional bandwidth. Or if you prefer, the tonalities of an interest
from the most general to the tangibly specific.
The Fan of Intentions provides a general model.
By now you will have identified areas of project concern that
are central to your work and have made an attempt to write out the issues
involved. A sense of relative importance should also have evolved. Some
areas of concern are more critical to you than others. Some will need to
dominate, perhaps even name your work, while others will play important
supporting roles. Have you noticed; dominant interests usually get
expressive emphasis in design?
Goals are usually answers to issues, general statements of intention that
say how you intend to resolve an aspect of a problem - at least the
direction you intend to set out in to reach a destination that appears to
have promise at this time.
The assignment is to write out a GOAL ARRAY, one set of goals and corresponding shorter
range objectives and answering specific design “such-as” possibilities for your project.
These very specific design examples are most likely to be the things you saw in your Vivid
Presence. The examples are possible early answers to your developing design objectives
and will help you make environmental change tangible and useful programmatically.
Again a page or two in written and/or model form. Bring your array to class to
share and discuss.

